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Momentum
✹ Momentum is what Newton called the 

“quantity of motion” of an object.



Momentum
✹ The momentum of an object:
✹ Depends on the object’s mass.

✹ Momentum is directly proportional to 
mass.

✹ Depends on the object’s velocity.
✹ Momentum is directly proportional to 

velocity.



Momentum
✹ In symbols:

p = mv p

m v



Momentum
✹ Momentum is a vector quantity.
✹ Common units of momentum: kg m/s 



Questions



Questions



Answers



Impulse



Impulse
✹ Change in momentum caused by a 

force applied over a unit time



Impulse
✹ The impulse exerted on an object 

depends on:
✹ The force acting on the object.

✹ Impulse is directly proportional to force.
✹ The time that the force acts.

✹ Impulse is directly proportional to time.



Impulse
✹ In symbols:

I = Ft I
F t



Impulse
✹ Impulse is a vector quantity.
✹ Common units of impulse: N s



Impulse & Momentum
✹ The impulse exerted on an object 

equals the object’s change in 
momentum.



Impulse-Momentum Theorem
✹ In symbols:

I = Δp
or

Ft=m∆



Instances When I Will Use 
This…
✹ Getting the largest possible velocity
✹ Getting the smallest possible force



Question
✹ A force of 30 N is exerted for 4 seconds 

on a 90 kg object.
✹ A) What is the impulse?

✹ B) What is the change in momentum?

✹ C) What is the change in velocity?





Why?



Egg Drop Interactive
✹ http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physi

cs-Interactives/Momentum-and-Collision
s/Egg-Drop/Egg-Drop-Interactive

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Momentum-and-Collisions/Egg-Drop/Egg-Drop-Interactive
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Momentum-and-Collisions/Egg-Drop/Egg-Drop-Interactive
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Momentum-and-Collisions/Egg-Drop/Egg-Drop-Interactive


Question



Question
✹ In a Physics demonstration, two 

identical balloons (A and B) are 
propelled across the room on horizontal 
guide wires.  The motion diagrams are 
shown below.



✹ A) Which balloon has the greatest 
acceleration?
B) Which balloon has the greatest final 
velocity?

✹ C) Which balloon has the greatest 
momentum change?

✹ D) Which balloon experiences the 
greatest impulse?



Analogy
✹ A mood is something you have - you are 

happy, sad, etc. - it is a characteristic of 
your current state of being. Momentum 
is something that an object has.

✹ A "pop quiz" in physics is something 
that happens to you. An impulse is 
something that happens to an object.

✹ Just like a pop quiz in physics can affect 
your mood, an impulse will affect the 
momentum of an object.



Conservation of Momentum
✹ Since impulse = change in 

momentum, If no impulse is exerted 
on an object, the momentum of the 
object will not change.



Conservation of Momentum
✹ If no external forces act on a system, 

the total momentum of the system will 
not change.

✹ Such a system is called an “isolated 
system”.



Conservation of Momentum

✹ Momentum is conserved in every 
isolated system.



Conservation of Momentum
✹ Another way to think about it is:

Internal forces can never change the 
total momentum of a system.



Conservation of Momentum
✹ In practice, for any event in an isolated 

system:

✹ Momentumafter = Momentumbefore



Deriving Impulse-Momentum 
Theorem



✹ Drop objects on foam 🡪 impulse
✹ Bend your knees jumping off a table
✹ Hammer on nail (more F, less t)
✹ Throwing foam ball full stretch, against 

wall, hand in way (lessoning impulse)
✹ Throwing egg at sheet (more t, less F)
✹ Blow dart cutting off sections (impulse)



The End.


